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BACKGROUND
The Display Processor (DPRO) position is an entry level, non-line qualified position, in the Planning
Section. In 1996, the Training Working Team approved the development for an S-245 Display
Processor course in lieu of the existing job aid. The 1997 S-245 Display Processor course is currently
under revision.
CURRENT STATUS
The Subject Matter Experts for revising S-245 want to document their recommendations for the future
of this course. The SMEs recommendations are based on the following information:
•

Use of the DPRO position. The SMEs found the following:
o The increased use of the Geographic Information System Technical Specialist (GIST)
position has decreased the need for DPROs.
o Some geographic areas tend to use DPROs while others don’t, for example the Western
Great Basin rarely uses DPROs while Northern and Southern California use them often.
o Type 1 teams tend to use DPROs more than Type II and III teams.
o If a SITL hand draws the maps then a DPRO is often not requested.
o It is difficult it get a DPRO therefore they are sometimes not requested.

•

Relationship between DPRO and GIST. The SMEs found that there are two different opinions on
whether or not the DPRO position is still needed. Some believe the DPRO position is not needed
anymore because the GIST has taken over the DPRO tasks, while others believe that there is still a
need for the position because the tasks of the GIST and DPRO are different.
o The primary job of the GIST is to produce GIS maps while the DPRO tasks are associated
with gathering intelligence, hand-drawing maps, and creating and updating displays. The
GIST does not replace the DPRO at this time because the tasks are different.
o The GIST is tied to the production of GIS products and does not have the mobility on the
incident to function well as the DPRO.
o Even with GIS, there is still a need for the hand drawn maps that the DPRO produces
because they (hand drawn maps) provide a safety net and backup. There are many examples
of incidents where there has been a loss of power, computer viruses, poor quality GIS data,
and lack of or malfunctioning equipment (such as a plotter) that impacts the availability of
GIS produced maps. As technology improves, the need for hand drawn maps may no longer
be needed. Note: Some SITL are hand drawing maps instead of the DPROs and the SME
questioned whether this was the best use of the SITL time and skills.
o Gathering of intelligence and creating and updating displays are an important role for the
DPRO.
o GISTs are generally not aware of DPROs duties and how DPROs can help them with their
work load.
o DPROs typically arrive on the incident during the initial phase (when the need for hand
drawn maps is most important) and GISTs arrive later on.
o DPRO is a good entry level position to the Planning Section and it provides real world skills
that can applied at their home unit.

